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WHO IS LAUREN SABEL?
2 LINE BIO

LONG BIO

Lauren Sabel’s YA thrillers LIES I
LIVE BY and VIVIAN DIVINE IS
DEAD let her indulge in her
coffee addiction by writing
about powerful teenage girls
who also love coffee,
romance, and spies.

Lauren Sabel’s YA thrillers LIES I LIVE BY and VIVIAN
DIVINE IS DEAD let her indulge in her coffee addiction by
writing about powerful teenage girls who also love
coffee, romance, and spies. After publishing VIVIAN
DIVINE IS DEAD in Summer 2014 with Katherine Tegen
Books, an imprint of Harper Collins, she confronted her
lifelong fear of being psychic by writing LIES I LIVE BY
(published May 2016 by KT Books).

SHORT BIO
Lauren Sabel’s YA thrillers LIES I
LIVE BY and VIVIAN DIVINE IS
DEAD let her indulge in her
coffee addiction by writing about powerful teenage girls
who also love coffee, romance, and spies. After
publishing VIVIAN DIVINE IS DEAD in Summer 2014 with
Katherine Tegen Books, an imprint of Harper Collins, she
confronted her lifelong fear of being psychic by writing
LIES I LIVE BY (pub May 2016 by KT Books). Since in this YA
thriller, teenage psychic spy Callie Sinclair works
undercover for the government, forced to hide her real
identity from everyone she loves, Lauren is now certain
she’s on the CIA watch list.

When not spending time with her husband and two
kids in her hometown of Boulder, Colorado, Lauren is busy
researching obscure and fascinating topics to write
about. Her YA book LIES I LIVE BY allowed Lauren to dig
into some of her favorite obsessions: remote viewing,
government conspiracies, astral projections, and psychic
visions.
This is why Colorado-native Lauren Sabel writes: to
explore her obsessions, her past, her wild-ranging and
often not understandable emotions. Lauren lived in many
different cities (New York, San Francisco, Rome, London,
Chicago) for the same reason—to figure herself out.
Lauren loves to talk about the struggle behind writing
in the face of fear and uncertainty, and how this fear
actually makes her writing better. If you feel this too,
tweet! Like! Friend!
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LIES I LIVE By:
BY
Lauren Sabel
1 SENTENCE SYNOPSIS
17-year-old psychic spy Callie Sinclair must stop the events in her
visions before disaster strikes.

25 WORD SYNOPSIS
Callie is the CIA’s youngest psychic spy. When her visions get
dangerous, she must save innocent people from a terrible future only she
can see.

Lies I Live By
By: Lauren Sabel
May 31, 2016

SHORT SYNOPSIS
17 year old Callie Sinclair is the youngest covert CIA operative in a special program so secret, her own mom doesn’t
even know about it. She is a psychic who uses psychic viewing to see anywhere in the world, and although her only job is
to view and report, she has a hard time disassociating herself from images of bodies burned by gas explosions and
children swept away by tsunamis. But when she meets her sexy new partner Jasper, a powerful teen psychic who
complicates both her work and personal life, Callie starts to question what impact she can have on future events – and
what she can do to keep her loved ones safe.

LONG SYNOPSIS
As the government’s youngest psychic spy, Callie finds valuable information for top-secret missions without ever
leaving the office. Her work is fascinating and keeps her headaches at bay, but it means she must lie to everyone she
loves. She can’t move to New York with her boyfriend Charlie no matter how much he begs; he’ll never know the real
Callie and that wouldn’t be fair to him. Besides, she has a job to do……and a new partner to do it with. Jasper’s psychic
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abilities are impressive, as is the way he keeps up with her witty remarks. Callie can’t help but flirt; Jasper knows her in a
way Charlie never will.
But as her love life gets more complicated, so do her visions. People halfway around the world seem to be in danger…
and people in her own backyard, too. When an oddball billionaire takes interest in Callie’s talents, it’s clear that if she
can’t find a way to alter future events, she could lose the people she loves—and her mind. Literally.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT
LIES I LIVE BY
“Appealing characters merge seamlessly into a strong
plot that captures readers early on and doesn’t let go
until the very last chapter.”
- Kirkus Reviews

“I couldn't put it down once I started. Then I took it to
school and shared it. Now everyone wants to read Lies I
Live By. I need to buy more copies. That's the kind of
problem any classroom can handle.”

“An X-Men–James Bond hybrid that ought to
satisfy fans of high-concept mysteries.”
- Booklist Reviews

- Barbara White, teacher

“I absolutely loved it. It's stylishly written, with an
awesome main girl character and an intriguing mysterythriller-romance storyline. A captivating, mind-bending
and pulse-pounding adventure!”
- Laura Resau, award-winning author
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VIVIAN DIVINE IS DEAD
By: Lauren Sabel
1 SENTENCE SYNOPSIS
When a death threat arrives with her fan mail, teenage celebrity
Vivian Divine must flee to Mexico, hoping to escape whoever it is who
wants her dead - and has already killed her mother.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Teen celebrity Vivian Divine has had a rough six months—her moviestar mother was murdered, and her boyfriend cheated on her with her
best friend. Through it all, she's had to smile for the camera—this is the
stuff the tabloids live for, after all.

Vivian Divine Is Dead
By: Lauren Sabel
June 03, 2014

When a death threat arrives with her fan mail, Vivian decides to run
to Mexico, hoping to escape whoever it is who wants her dead. There, she finds an ally in the mysterious and charming
Nick, but even he seems like he can't be trusted. As Vivian travels deeper into Mexico, she finds herself asking a horrifying
question: If she can't hide from the paparazzi, what makes her think she can elude a madman?

LONG SYNOPSIS
Teen celebrity Vivian Divine's movie-star mom has been murdered, her famous-director dad tried to kill himself, and
her boyfriend is cheating on her. She can practically hear wannabe screenwriters penning bad TV movies about her
tragic life.
When a death threat arrives with her fan mail, Vivian has no choice but to go on the run to Mexico. She soon
discovers, though, that her Oscar-nominated performance killing villains on-screen did nothing to prepare her for
escaping a madman in real life. Why didn't she pay more attention during those judo lessons for her role in Zombie Killer?
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Vivian finds an ally in the mysterious and charming Nick. He is everything Hollywood boys are not—genuine, kind, and
determined to see Vivian for who she really is. But even he seems like he can't be trusted.
Beat up, hungry, and more confused than ever about who she's running from, Vivian realizes this isn't the stuff bad TV
movies are made of; this is material for a full-on blockbuster horror flick. . . .
Lauren Sabel's Vivian Divine Is Dead is a creepy, witty, fast-paced adventure about family, fame, and having the
courage to save yourself.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT
VIVIAN DIVINE IS DEAD
“There are thrills and chills, both scary and romantic,
as Vivian finds out the truth behind the glossy lies and falls
for a darkly handsome stranger. The danger piles on fast
and hard and feels real and chilling.”
- ALA Booklist

“A heartbreaking and magical story about love,
second chances, and finding yourself.”

“An enticing combination love story and
murder mystery set against the backdrops
of Hollywood and Mexico. Sabel’s story
moves forward with cinematic force.”
- Publishers Weekly

- Kami Garcia, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Beautiful Creatures series and Unbreakable
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DOWNLOAD PICS & VIDEOS

Download EPIC READS video

Download Professional Headshots

Download Bear Hat Image

Download Cover: Lies I Live By

Download Cover: Vivian Divine Is Dead
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PRESS RELEASE
CONTACT:
Rosanne Romanello, Associate
Director of Publicity, HarperCollins
Children’s Books
PHONE:
(212) 207-7867
EMAIL:
rosanne.romanello@harpercollins.com

LOOK INSIDE THE MIND OF THE CIA’S YOUNGEST PSYCHIC SPY
IN NEW YA BOOK LIES I LIVE BY
NEW YORK, New York—In LIES I LIVE BY, 17 year old
Callie Sinclair is the youngest covert CIA operative in a
special program so secret, her own mom doesn’t even
know about it. She is a psychic who uses psychic viewing
to see anywhere in the world, and although her only job
is to view and report, she has a hard time disassociating
herself from images of bodies burned by gas explosions
and children swept away by tsunamis.
But when she meets her sexy new partner Jasper, a
powerful teen psychic who complicates both her work
and personal life, Callie starts to question what impact
she can have on future events – and what she can do to
keep her loved ones safe.

Booklist called LIES I LIVE BY “an X-Men –James Bond
hybrid that ought to satisfy fans of high-concept
mysteries.” According to Kirkus Reviews, LIES I LIVE BY is “a
novel combining teen romance and espionage” in which
“appealing characters merge seamlessly into a strong
plot that captures readers early on and doesn’t let go
until the very last chapter.”
Lauren Sabel’s YA thrillers LIES I LIVE BY and VIVIAN
DIVINE IS DEAD let her indulge in her coffee addiction by
writing about powerful teenage girls who also love
coffee, romance, and spies. After publishing VIVIAN
DIVINE IS DEAD in Summer 2014 with Katherine Tegen
Books, an imprint of Harper Collins, she confronted her
lifelong fear of being psychic by writing LIES I LIVE BY (pub
May 2016 by KT Books). Since in this YA thriller, teenage
psychic spy Callie Sinclair works undercover for the
government, forced to hide her real identity from
everyone she loves, Lauren is now certain she’s on the
CIA watch list.
If you would like more information about LIES I LIVE BY,
or to schedule an interview or school visit with Lauren
Sabel, please contact Rosanne Romanello at (212)
207-7867 or email
Rosanne.Romanello@HarperCollins.com.
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THE EXCERPTS
LIES I LIVE BY
Excerpt 1:
There are some clichés that are true.
One of them is that people are like books, full of adventure and romance and dark moments. But if we are all books,
my book is more fiction than nonfiction. Even the index is all lies; each chapter is invented to make me look like a normal
girl.
These are the basic facts about me:
I am seventeen.
I live in San Francisco.
I work for a secret government agency.
I am a psychic spy.

Excerpt 2:
When I focused on a metal light switch across the room, I felt this intense confidence, this feeling that my life was mine
alone, and that I could go anywhere and do anything with it. As this feeling surged through me, I felt heat sliding down
my arm into my fingertips.
“Test your power,” Indigo said.
It was like the word “power” flipped some switch inside me. I lost focus, and my gaze slid a few inches over, to a small
metal box.
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The fire alarm went off.
Everyone screamed and ran for the exits, grabbing their kids along the way. Across the room, I saw Charlie and mom
headed towards me, and when I looked over, Indigo was no longer by my side. As the sprinklers turned on, and ice-cold
drops of water pelted my skin, I closed my fist, and where the spoon had been, there was now a card with a phone
number on it. Right then, I knew that everything had changed.
I would never be normal again.

Excerpt 3:
Right now, all over the world, there are psychics searching for dangerous weapons, biological hazards, serial killers. But
you’ll never know about it. The government will deny it. “That is not reliable information,” they will say, not mentioning the
hundreds of psychics behind closed doors, accurately finding kidnapped people and murder victims. They won’t tell you
about how some minds can see below the ground, above the earth, backward and forward in time. And they won’t tell
you that some of them are housed in mental institutions, or that one of them is your neighbor, or that one of them is below
the legal voting age. Or that, for those people, life is a secret they can’t share, so they are always alone, except for one
place: in their own minds.

VIVIAN DIVINE IS DEAD
EXCERPT 1
My name is Vivian Divine. I have a secret: I know how I’m going to die.
No one would believe me if I told them. Not that I would. Or could. Someone’s always watching. Sometimes I see the
tip of a gray head in my window, or an eye behind a fish tank. They’re always there: a silver sedan pulling out of my
driveway, a glimmer of gold in a dark room.
My dad says he doesn’t see anything. I know he doesn’t. He doesn’t see me.
Since my mother died six months ago, he’s lost himself in his work. Now the only time I see him is behind a camera.
He’s the most famous director in Hollywood, and that means he’s busy all the time—too busy for me.
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EXCERPT 2
The thought comes. But I don’t think it. It flows through me, mixing with the water, until I can’t tell if I’m inside or outside
my body. This is what love feels like.
A wave crashes over both our heads, and we look up as a speedboat zips by, drenching us in its wake. The driver
doesn’t see us, but a blush spreads over my face anyway.
“We should probably go,” I whisper.
“Just one more,” Nick whispers back.
The last kiss is even better than the first.

EXCERPT 3
“Do you want to say good-bye?”
Guilt leaks into me from all sides. Until I come back for him. Bothe of us know that’s never going to happen. I shake my
head. “I hate goodbyes,” I say. “They kill me every time.”
Isabel climbs onto Tenorio and kicks his side. He plods slowly away from the house, and I drop into step behind him,
making sure his big grown butt is more than kicking distance away from my face. But as I follow his U—shaped hoof prints
up the mountain, I realize that what I said about good-byes isn’t true. Goodbyes have cracked me open wide and
rained salt on my wounds, but maybe I’m stronger than I thought I was, because they haven’t killed me—yet.
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW
1. Why do you write YA fiction?
To write YA fiction, I think you have to want to really
investigate your teenage years. I’m not saying that you
have to want to return to them (never!), but you have to
want to look into them and analyze the emotions you felt
and the experiences you had at that time.
Ages 14-16 were by far the hardest years of my life,
and so I tend to write for that age for a couple of
reasons:
1. I hope that I can be a voice that some teen hears
through the suffocating darkness of her teenage years,
shouting that everything will be okay if she waits a few
more years,
2. I’m fascinated by some of the choices I made and
the things I felt at that time, which are radically different
than what I choose and feel now, as a more confident
adult.
3. I guess I want to know the 14 year old me.

2. What is one piece of writing advice you would give
aspiring novelists?
Don’t give up because a few people don’t believe in
you, even if they are people you trust or admire. Nobody

knows who will be successful in this world, or which writers
or writing styles readers will love. If anybody claims to
know what will be popular or valuable to readers in the
future, don’t believe them. Nobody knows. (That’s why JK
Rowling had a bunch of rejections with Harry Potter.) YOU
know if you are good; and if you trust that inner
knowledge, and follow it, it will take you somewhere.

3. How did you get the idea for Lies I Live By?
A few years ago, I became fascinated by the remote
viewers the US government trained to help track down
nuclear weapons and locate criminals during the Cold
War. The topic became an obsession – I spent
uncountable hours reading about the Stanford Research
Institute and Ingo Swann, as well as the military remote
viewers on the East Coast.
Nothing satisfied my curiosity until Callie started
speaking to me. It really felt like that – like she was inside
my head, narrating her life story to me –and at first, I just
transcribed what she said. Once Callie made it clear that
she was a psychic working undercover for the
government, and that she wasn’t going away until I
wrote her story, I dug deeper into the truth about the
remote viewing program, and let fiction evolve from fact.
Eventually, a plot began to form around her experiences,
and her voice led me into – and out of - the conflict she
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felt with her mom and missing dad, and Charlie and her
new coworker Jasper.

absolutely untrue!! It’s not your age that gives you
something of value to say; it’s who you are deep inside.

4. How did you get the idea for VIVIAN DIVINE IS DEAD?

The best advice I ever received was from my mother.
She’s always said, “Somebody’s gotta make it. Why not
you?”

I lived in New York City in my 20’s and worked for the
Hamptons International Film Festival. During the festival,
my boss asked me to temporarily keep an eye on a
famous child star who had a film with us that year. I got to
learn a bit about his life, and how he didn’t really get to
have a childhood. He was smart, witty, adorable, but he
never really got to be a kid. From then on, I was
fascinated by what Hollywood does to its child stars, and
how the attention they receive from the public can
change their lives forever.

5. What is the best and worst advice you ever received
about writing?
When I was 20 years old, a writer in his 60’s told me
that because I was so young I had nothing of value to
say. This was by far the most scarring ‘advice’ I ever
received because I think I kind of believed it. It was

6. Why should we read YOUR NEW BOOK lies I live by?
LIES I LIVE BY is a page-turner. It’s the kind of book that
can take you out of reality for a while. I also think that
Callie Sinclair, the psychic spy, is a unique character.
She’s conflicted by what she sees in her mind and what
she feels in her heart, and she never knows which of
these two things should guide her in her personal life.

7. What inspired you to want to become a writer?
I’ve always loved stories. I love to hear them, to tell
them, to eat them for breakfast. Everything else in life
pales in comparison to a great story, especially one that
hooks me in the beginning and keeps me enraptured
until the very end. That sucked-into-a-glorious-wormhole is
the feeling I’ve always wanted to be able to give people.
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SHARABLES
Grab these and share ‘em on your socials!
• LIES I LIVE BY “captures readers early on and doesn’t let go until the very last chapter” #mustread #liesiliveby
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/lauren-sabel/lies-i-live/
• LIES IS LIVE BY is “an X-Men–James Bond hybrid that ought to satisfy fans of high-concept mysteries.” -Booklist
#mustread #liesiliveby
• Like spy stories? How about PSYCHIC spy stories? Read what Booklist calls an “X-Men-James Bond hybrid” this
summer! #liesiliveby #YA
• “Spies, psychics, mystery, love… I didn’t want this thrilling, high-stakes adventure to end!” #liesiliveby @Laura Resau
@laurensabel http://bit.ly/LiesILiveByTheBook
•

LIES I LIVE BY is “a fabulous page-turner!” @jennygoebel @laurensabel #liesiliveby http://bit.ly/LiesILiveByTheBook

• “These are the basic facts about me:I’m 17.I live in SF.I work for a secret gov agency. I am a psychic spy.
#liesiliveby #bookquotes http://bit.ly/LiesILiveByTheBook
•
#YA

Read the exclusive excerpt of the teen psychic spy thriller LIES I LIVE BY: http://bit.ly/LiesILiveByTheBook #liesiliveby

• Have a favorite teenager who hates to read but loves movies?Dare her to read LIES I LIVE BY – and look into the life
of a psychic spy! #mustread #YA
• Summer vacation idea #1: Read a psychic spy drama by the pool. Or in a bouncy castle. Or on a trapeze.
#mustread #liesiliveby #yalit
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COVERS & SPECS
TITLE: Lies I Live By
Author: Lauren Sabel
Publisher: Katherine
Tegen Books
Date of Publication:
May 31 2016
ISBN-10: 0062231987
ISBN-13:
978-0062231987

TITLE: Vivian Divine is
Dead
Author: Lauren Sabel
Publisher: Katherine
Tegen Books
Date of Publication: June
3 2014
ISBN-10: 0062231952
ISBN-13: 978-0062231956
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CONTACT
Media Queries/Book Request

Contact Lauren directly:

Rosanne Romanello

http://laurensabel.com

Associate Director of Publicity,

http://laurensabel.tumblr.com

HarperCollins Children’s Books

https://twitter.com/laurensabel

(212) 207-7867

https://www.facebook.com/author.laurensabel/

rosanne.romanello@harpercollins.com

https://www.instagram.com/laurensabel/
https://www.liesiliveby.com
http://bit.ly/fb_LIESILIVEBY

Literary Agent
Jodi Reamer Esq.
Writer’s House
(212) 685-2405
jreamer@writershouse.com
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